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A numerical scheme for interface between different hierarchy levels with different grid sizes and
time step intervals is designed for a full particle-in-cell simulation code with adaptive mesh refinement
technique. Physical information in the interface region is exchanged recursively over all hierarchy levels.
The exchange processes are performed at the synchronizing time steps with the target hierarchy level by
using integer and half integer time steps in leap flog method. In addition, we employ overlap grids at the
interface region in which electromagnetic field and particles are advanced under both grid conditions
independently. Test simulations of light and Langmuir wave propagations indicate that the physical
information can exchange smoothly through the interface region by means of the combination of these
two schemes.
Keywords: multi-scale phenomena, particle-in-cell simulation, adaptive mesh refinement

1. Introduction
Full particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation[1] is a ef-

ficient simulation method to investigate microscopic
plasma phenomena. Electron as well as ion kinetic
properties are included in full PIC simulation and
widely employed to demonstrate various phenomena
in space and laboratory plasmas.

A difficulty of the PIC simulation is their consid-
erable numerical costs. Spatial grid size and time step
interval are determined by Debye length and Courant
condition. These scales are usually much smaller than
typical scales of plasma phenomena to be investigated.
This difficulty becomes critical in multi-scale phenom-
ena controlled by multiple plasma processes on differ-
ent typical scales.

The difference of these typical scales comes from
their physical origins and physical conditions. The
physical origins include electron gyration motion, ion
inertia, global external forces and so on. Dynam-
ical interaction between geomagnetospheric convec-
tion driven by the global interaction with solar wind
and magnetotail reconnection triggered by electron ki-
netic effects is a typical example of such multi-scale
phenomena[2]. In addition, these typical scales are
depend on the local conditions. When a simulation
domain includes localized high density regions, for ex-
ample, the grid size defined there by Debye length
is too small to treat the surrounding environment in
reasonable numerical costs. Laser induced plasma ex-
pansion is an example of such cases[3] .

Adaptive mesh refinement(AMR) technique is a
useful method to investigate such multi-scale phenom-
ena. In the AMR simulation, various size grids are
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dynamically applied according to the local conditions.
Fine grids suitable to the local high density region are
applied only there and other region is simulated by us-
ing moderate size grids. Therefore, increment of the
numerical cost due to the localized region is not seri-
ous by adopting the AMR technique. The AMR tech-
nique has been rarely employed in PIC codes except
for a few examples[4] while that is actively employed
in fluid codes.

We have been developed a full PIC simulation
code with the AMR technique in order to consider
a next generation interplanetary flight system called
"Magneto plasma sail(MPS)". The propulsive force
is obtained from electromagnetic interaction between
solar wind and artificial magnetosphere around the
spacecraft [5] . The magnetosphere is created by super
conducting coils inside the spacecraft and inflated by
plasma injection largely enough to interact the solar
wind sufficiently. Spatial scale of the original mag-
netosphere is attempted to be roughly comparable to
the electron gyration scale (a few kilo meters or less)
and the injection plasma density could be 109 - 10 times
larger than the solar wind density. Therefore the solar
wind interaction and the magnetic inflation for MPS
are typical examples of the multi-scale phenomena to
be demonstrated by means of the AMR PIC simula-
tion.

A difficulty of the AMR technique is exchange
of physical information among different hierarchy do-
mains with different grid sizes and time step intervals.
One can not reference the neighbor grids in the other
hierarchies directly for finite difference scheme. There-
fore an additional numerical scheme for the interface
is needed for the appropriate information exchange.
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The outline of this manuscript is as follows; The
fundamental equations to be solved in each hierar-
chy domain are given in Sec.2. Numerical schemes
about electromagnetic field and super particles for
the interface between the different hierarchy domains
are explained in Sec.3 and Sec.4, respectively. These
schemes are evaluated by some test simulations in each
section. Conclusion and future work are described in
Sec.5.

2. Fundamental equations and data
structure
Basic model is a three dimensional electromag-

netic explicit particle-in-cell simulation. Electromag-
netic field and super particles are advanced by using
leap flog method[6] for Maxwell equations

1
B(n + "2) = B(n) - 2(\7 x E(n)) (1)

c2 1
E(n + 1) = E(n) + 47r x B(n + "2))

1
+J(n +"2) (2)

1
B(n + 1) = B(n + "2) - 2(\7 x E(n + 1)) (3)

and Boris-Bunemann method[l] for Newton-Lorentz
equation, respectively, where n, and c are time
step, its interval and light speed. The charge conser-
vation scheme[7] is employed for the local electrostatic
correction in the complicated grid alignment in the
AMR simulation.

The AMR simulation is structured hierarchically.
Grid size and time step interval are defined accord-
ing to the hierarchy levels, where high and low levels
correspond to the fine and coarse grid systems, re-
spectively. As the system evolves, some grids in a
hierarchy domain (Level L) are removed according to
the local physical conditions and corresponding grids
in the higher hierarchy domain (Level L+1) are newly
produced as the divided grids.

The dynamical grid system is organized by us-
ing fully threaded tree(FTT) structure[8]. Instead of
three dimensional data matrix, the grid data is given
by one dimensional array of structures which contains
physical value at the grid and some pointers. The
pointers represent the relationship to the other grids,
such as 'neighbor' for the surrounding grids, 'parent'
for the original coarse grids in the lower hierarchy and
'child' for the refined grids in the higher hierarchy.
These relationships are varied dynamically by recon-
necting the pointers.

3. Interface for electromagnetic field
3.1 Numerical scheme

Maxwell equations are solved by finite difference
time domain (FTDT) method. Electromagnetic field

is advanced by referring to the neighbor grid data.
However information exchange for FTDT calculation
between different hierarchy levels is asynchronous due
to the distinction of the time step intervals. The asyn-
chronous information exchange could cause numeri-
cal noise at the interface because the interface region
acts as an inappropriate boundary (for instance, fixed
boundary for the domain with shorter time step inter-
val).

Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of the calcu-
lation order and corresponding time steps in the hi-
erarchy domains of levels Land L+1. Here the first
integer time step and the next integer time step in
level L are denoted as nand n+l, respectively. Field
data can exchange at the integer time step in the lower
level L (steps nand n+l in Fig.l). Field data of lower
level L at the half integer step (step n+l/2) also send
to the higher level L+1 as the field data at integer
time step by separating the calculation for electric
field (Eq.2) into two steps i.e., E(n) --+ E(n + 1/2)
and E(n + 1/2) --+ E(n + 1). In this way, electromag-
netic field is advanced appropriately referring the field
data in the other hierarchy domain except at the half
integer time steps in the higher level (steps n+ 1/4 and
n+3/4).

In addition, overlap grids are introduced at the
interface region as shown in Fig.2. The electromag-
netic field in the overlap grids are advanced indepen-
dently in both hierarchy domains by using their own
grid sizes and time step intervals. The numerical er-
ror caused at the edge of the overlap grids without the
synchronized information exchange (steps n+l/4 and
n+3/4) does not act on the external region until the
next synchronizing time step (steps n+l/2 and n+l,
respectively). The incorrect information in the over-
lap region is wasted and updated by the information
of the other hierarchy domains in the next information
exchange.

The AMR simulation with many hierarchy levels
includes various time step intervals. The calculations
should be made in appropriate order over all hierarchy
levels. The calculations in each level are separated
into two parts. The separated processes for level L
are given as follows,

First half; B(n) --+ B(n + 1/2), E(n) --+ E(n +
1/2), data exchange of B(n + 1/2),E(n + 1/2)
with level L+l and E(n + 1/2) --+ E(n + 1)

Second half; B(n + 1/2) --+ B(n + 1) and data ex-
change of B(n + 1),E(n + 1) with levels L-l and
L+1.

Then, the calculation order is defined recursively as
follows,

+-- from the first half calculation of level L-l
1 calculate first half of level L
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Fig. 2 Schematic of overlap region in the interface of two
different hierarchy domains of level L(blue boxes)
and level L+1(orange boxes).

local magnitude of the magnetic field. Coarse(level
0), middle(level 1) and fine(1evel 2) grid regions are
correspond to the regions with strong(Bz 0.70Bo),
moderate(0.31Bo B z 0.70Bo) and weak(Bz :::;
0.31Bo) magnetic field respectively, where Bo is the
initial amplitude of the wave. In other words, the
grids are refined as the magnetic field gradient be-
comes steep. Theoretically, the initial wave propa-
gates at light speed in x direction without any modifi-
cation of the wave structure. The refined areas should
also move with the propagating waves.

Figure 3 shows the magnetic field profiles at t =
2.66Po, 3.33Po and 4.84Po observed in the AMR simu-
lation using above-described interface schemes, where
Po is the initial wave period. Blue, purple and red
points denote observed magnetic field in the hierarchy
domains of level 0, levelland level 2, respectively.
The wave profile is remarkably smooth at the inter-
face region. The wave propagates in x direction with-
out any numerical noise.

Numerical error in the FTDT calculation about
wave propagation appears as a phase error. The phase
error is estimated by comparing with the theoretical
wave structure. If the wave propagates at light speed
without any modifications, the equation

AU2

Synchronization

--+------+----..-------+-

I I

Level L

Level L+1

Chart oftime e\ olution

Fig. 1 Schematic of time step calculation using the leap
flog method in two different hierarchy domains of
level L(top) and level L+1(bottom). The calcula-
tions flow rightward with the time evolution in this
figure. Green, orange and purple arrows correspond
to the calculations of B(n) ---+ B(n + 1/2),E(n) ---+
E(n + 1) and B(n + 1/2) ---+ B(n + 1), respec-
tively. Red boxes indicate synchronized data ex-
change processes between level L and level L+1.

n n+1/4 n+ll2 n+3/4 n+l
time step _1-1-------------+1--.

2 --+ goto first half calculation of level L+1
+-- from the first half calculation of level L+1
3 calculate second half of level L
--+ goto second half calculation of level L-1.

To advance the electromagnetic field from step n to
step n+1 in the AMR simulation with hierarchy levels
0,1 .. ·M, we start with the first half calculation for
level M (from step n to step n+ 1/ 2M +1 ) and continue
calculation in the above-described order until after the
second half calculation for level O. For example, the
calculation order for the case of M=2 is obtained as,

step n : (2-1)--+(2-2)--+(1-1)
--+(2-1)--+(2-2)--+(1-2)--+(0-1)
--+(2-1)--+(2-2)--+(1-1)
--+(2-1)--+(2-2)--+(1-2)--+(0-2) : step n+l

where (m-1) and (m-2) denote the first and second
half processes for hierarchy level m, respectively.

3.2 Test simulations
Test simulations of light wave propagation are

performed to evaluate the numerical schemes at the
interface. At initial, cosine waves of electric field
Ey(x) and magnetic field Bz (x) in vacuum are as-
sumed. Periodic boundary condition is employed in
all directions. Spatial grids are refined according to

is fulfilled. Figure 4 shows time evolutions of the
Bz(x = ct, t) normalized by Bo until t = 2.5Po in
three different numerical schemes for the interface re-
gion. Those are only synchronization at half integer
time step(blue line), only introduction of overlap grids
(green line) and both of these schemes (red line). It
is shown that both of these schemes are needed to
avoid the growth of the phase error modifying the
wave structure.

Figure 5 is a comparison with the uniform grid
case until t = 5.0Po. Red line represents the profile of
electric field resulting from the AMR case using both
of the numerical schemes. Green and blue lines rep-
resent that resulting from the coarse and fine uniform
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Fig. 3 Magnetic field profile in AMR case at 2.66(1),
3.33(II) and 4.84(II1) periods. Grid are refined ac-
cording to the local magnitude of the magnetic field
Bz. Coarse grids (level 0) are refined when B z :s 0.7
and the fine grids (level 1) are refined again (level
2) when B z :s 0.31. Red line and Green lines rep-
resent initial profile and theoretical wave profiles in
each time step, respectively

Fig. 5 Time evolutions of the magnetic field at the sam-
pling position of x = ct. Red line represents the
result of AMR case. Green and blue lines represent
the result of uniform coarse and fine grid cases, re-
spectively.

phase error
1.12

1.08

1.04
0.;e
u
];
Nco

0.96

0.92

normalized time

Fig. 4 Time evolutions of the magnetic field at the sam-
pling position of x = ct. Blue, green and red lines
represent the results of the case with the synchro-
nization at the half integer step, with the over-
lap grids and with both numerical schemes, respec-
tively.

grid cases, respectively. The grid size in the former
case is the same as that of the hierarchy level 0 in
the AMR case. In the uniform grid cases, the phase
error increases according to the grid size but the fluc-
tuating range is stable. The phase error in the AMR
case evolves in a similar manner to that in the coarse
uniform grid case at initial because sampling points
x = ct belong to the coarse grid area of level O. The
phase error decrease in time under the influence of
the accurate wave propagation in the fine grid area.
It is concluded that accuracy for the calculation of
electromagnetic field with leap flog method could be
enhanced without additional numerical noise by using
AMR technique with the combined interface scheme
of the synchronization and the overlap region.

4. Interface region for super particles
4.1 Numerical scheme

Super particles in PIC code can move through
the boundary of each hierarchy domains. In addition,
neighbor grids are referred to calculate the electromag-
netic force which acts to the super particles and cur-
rent density due to the particle motion because the su-
per particles have their own sizes of a few grids. Thus
consistent exchange of physical information through
the interface region is important in these calculation
processes as in FTDT calculation of electromagnetic
field.

Basic concept is same as the overlap region for
electromagnetic field. That is, the physical informa-
tion to be referred until the next synchronization step
is ensured in the overlap grids. First, super particles
near the interface are copied to the overlap region of
the other hierarchy domains as shown in Fig.6. By us-
ing the copied particles, particle motion and resulting
current density are calculated in each hierarchy do-
main independently according to their own grid sizes
and time step intervals. In leap flog method, particle
velocity is defined at half integer time steps. Thus ve-
locity of the copied particles is estimated by temporal
interpolation in order to synchronize the half integer
time step in the destination hierarchy level.

One calculation cycle for particle motion and cur-
rent density in the higher level is made without the
synchronization with the lower hierarchy level as in
the calculations for electromagnetic field. The overlap
region should contain all grids which would be refer-
ring in these calculations. Displacement of particles
during one time step is at most one grid because of
the Courant condition, and surrounding one or two
grids are referred to estimate the electromagnetic force
acting to the particle and current density due to the
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to the overlap region

Particle motion and current
density are calculated with
the copied particles
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Remaining particles at the
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Fig. 6 Schematic picture of copy process of super particles
in the overlap region. Top two figures represent the
copy process between level X and level X+1. Red
and blue circles indicate super particle in the hierar-
chy domains of level X and level X+1, respectively.
Translucid circles are copied particles. Bottom two
figures indicate particle motions including that of
the copied particles.

Fig. 7 Electric field profiles at tWpe=(I)O.9, (II)2.7,
(III)4.5 and (IV)6.3 in the case of partially re-
fined grid(red) and uniform coarse grid(blue). Red
vertical lines represent the boundary between the
coarse(left) and refined(right) grid regions in the
nonuniform grid case. Green line denotes initial
profile.

displacement. Therefore width of the overlap region
for the copied particles is needed to be more than two
grids. These calculation is combined to the numeri-
cal scheme for electromagnetic field in the overlap re-
gion. Further overlap grids are required to calculate
the time evolution of the electromagnetic field around
to the particle.

4.2 Test simulations
Test simulation of Langmuir wave propagation is

performed to examine the numerical scheme for elec-
tromagnetic field and super particles at the interface.
Initial density, velocity and electric field profiles cor-
respond to the Langmuir wave with a wave number k
as,

ne no + nsin(kx) (5)
27rn

(6)Ex Tcos(kx)

wpeEo . (k ) (7)Vex ---SIn x,
27rnoe

where E, V e and ne denote electric field, electron net
velocity and electron density. Temperature and ion
density profiles are uniform at initial. The wave num-
ber and the fluctuation of electron density are set as
k = O.IIX;1 and n = O.lno, respectively. The simula-
tion results in the uniform grid and partially refined
grid cases are compared.

Figure 7 shows the observed electric field from
uniform grid case(blue lines) and partially refined
case(red lines) at twpe= 0.90(1), 2.7(11), 4.5(111) and
6.3(IV). In the latter case, grids in the range of
xlAD=33.0-57.6 are refined (between two red vertical

lines in Fig.7). The unrefined grid size is the same as
the grid size in the uniform grid case. The electric field
are oscillating with a period of 27rw;/ as predicted the-
oretically. The profiles are almost identical in coarse
grid area. Numerical error at the interface region and
their influences on the other region are hardly found
in the simulation results. Figure 8 is for a comparison
with the uniform fine grid case. The grid size is the
same as the refined grid in the nonuniform grid case.
The observed electric field profiles are almost same in
the fine grid area. Again numerical error is not found
at the interface region.

These results indicate that physical information
about plasmas and electromagnetic field can exchange
consistently through the interface region by using the
developed numerical scheme. However, there is slight
difference between the wave amplitudes in the fine and
coarse grid cases. Damping of the electric wave is
found to be obvious in the coarse grids. This difference
might come from the number of super particles in each
grid rather than the interface scheme.

In the present scheme, total number of super par-
ticles is constant thus number of super particles per
gird decreases in the fine grid. The partcles number
per grid can affect wave-particle interaction in phase
space and resulting Landau damping. One could solve
this problem by using particle revision[9] in copy pro-
cess of super particles at the interface region.

5. Summary
We have developed a numerical scheme for the

interface between different hierarchy levels in a full
particle-in-cell simulation code with adaptive mesh re-
finement technique. Each hierarchy level has their
own grid size and time interval. Grids in the hier-
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to poor number of super particles per refined grid. In
order to examine wave-particle interaction accurately,
particle division and corresponding modification of the
shape factor are needed in the next step.
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Fig. 8 Electric field profiles at tWpe =(1)0.9, (11)2.7,
(111)4.5 and (IV)6.3 in the case of partially re-
fined grid(red) and uniform fine grid(blue). Red
vertical lines represent the boundary between the
coarse(left) and refined(right) grid regions in the
nonuniform grid case. Green line denotes initial
profile.

archy domains are removed or produced dynamically
according to local physical conditions. Consistent in-
formation exchange among the different hierarchy do-
mains is needed to avoid numerical error by adopting
adaptive mesh refinement technique.

The information at the interface region is ex-
changed with the other hierarchy domains by using
overlap grids. The electromagnetic field and super
particles are copied to the overlap grids in the other
hierarchy levels and advanced independently by using
their own grid systems. The information exchange
is performed at the synchronizing time step between
different time step intervals by using integer and half
integer time steps in leap flog method. Incorrect infor-
mation obtained at another time step remains inside
the overlap region and renewed at the next synchro-
nization time step. The calculation order is defined
recursively over all hierarchy levels.

Test simulations are performed to evaluate the va-
lidity of these numerical schemes. In the simulation
of light wave propagation, phase error due to finite
difference time domain calculation is reduced by us-
ing AMR technique and the interface scheme with-
out any additional numerical noise. Langmuir waves
are observed to propagate smoothly through the in-
terface between unrefined and refined grid regions.
These results suggest physical information can ex-
change with the other hierarchy domains consistently
through the interface region by using the developed
numerical scheme.

Super particles are distributed to the refined grids
at the overlap region in the present copy process. Cur-
rent density and number density are correctly esti-
mated by the distributed particles. However the ef-
fective resolution of the velocity space is reduced due
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